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Abst ract - -Let  X be a real Banach space and T : D(T) C X --* 2 X be an m-accretive operator. 
Let C : D(T) C X --~ X be a bounded operator (not necessarily continuous) such that C(T -+- i ) -1  
is compact. Suppose that for every x • D(T) with Hxll > r, there exists j x  6 Jx such that 
<u + cz, jx> > o, (,) 
for all u E Tx. Then, we have 0 • (T + C)(D(T) N Br(0)), where B,(O) denotes the open ball of X 
with centre at zero and radius r > 0. Assume, furthermore, that T : D(T) --~ 2 X is strongly accretive. 
Then, 0 E (T + C)(D(T) n B~(0)). As applications of the above zero theorem, we derive many new 
mapping theorems for perturbations of m-accretive operators in Banach spaces. When, T and C 
are odd operators, we also obtain some new mapping theorems. @ 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
Keywords - -M-accret ive  operator, Perturbation, Zero theorem, Mapping theorem, Leray-Schau- 
der degree theory. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PREL IMINARIES  
Let  X be a real  Banach  space w i th  the  dual  space X* ,  Y be a Banach  space and  J denote  the  
normal i zed  dua l i ty  mapp ing  f rom X into 2 X* . Recal l  that  
(1) an operator  T : D(T)  C X ~ Y is said to be bounded if T maps  the  bounded subsets  of 
D(T)  in to  the bounded subsets  of Y; 
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(2) the operator T is said to be compact if it is continuous and maps the bounded subsets of 
D(T)  onto the relatively compact subsets of Y; 
(3) the operator T is said to be completely continuous if it is continuous fi'om the weak 
topology of X to the strong topology of Y; 
(4) a multivalued operator T : D(T)  C X --. 2 X is said to be accretive if, for every x, y E D(T),  
there exists j (x  - y) C Y(x - y) such that 
<u-  ~, j (x  -y )> > 0, 
for all u E Tx  and v C Ty; 
(5) the operator T is said to be strongly accretive if, for every x ,y  E D(T) ,  there exists 
j ( x  - y) C `i(x - y) such that 
<u - v , j (x  - y)> _> kll~ - yil ~, 
for all u E Tx  and v C Ty, where k is a fixed positive constant; 
(6) the accretive operator T is said to be m-accretive if the range of (T + AI) is the whole 
space X for every ), > 0, where I denotes the identity operator on X. 
For an m-accretive operator, we introduce the resolvent operator and Yosida approximation as 
follows, respectively, 
JAm = (I + AT) - lx ,  TAx = A- l ( / -  J)~)z, 
for all x E X and A > 0. 
It is well known that  ` i~ is nonexpansive and T~ is Lipschitz continuous and m-accretive. For 
more details on accretive operator theory, refer to the papers [1-5] and references therein. 
Set F = {~: [0, co) ~ [0, oo), tfl(r)[--+ 0, (r --+ oo)}. For any given subset A of X, define 
]g] = inf{llyll : y e A}. 
Very recently, Kartsatos [6] proved the following result. 
THEOREM K. Let T : D(T)  C X --~ 2 x be an m-accretive operator and C : D(T)  C X -~ X be 
compact. Suppose that there exist/9 E F and Q > 0 such that, for every x E D(T)  with Ilxil >__ Q 
and v E Tx,  there exists j x  E .Ix satisfying 
<~ + cx, j~> > -9(llxlIDil~tl 2. 
Then, R (T  + C + el I = X for M1 c E (0, 1). Suppose, furthermore, that 
l iminf tTx - Cxl > O. 
Hx,l-~oo Ilxll 
Then, R(T  + C) = X. ff  one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) X is uniformly convex and C : D(T)  ~ X completely continuous, 
(ii) C:  D(T)  --~ X continuous and bounded, while (T + I)  -1 is compact, 
then R(T  + C) + X .  
One problem arises. Is Theorem K true when the operator C loses the continuity assumption? 
It is our main purpose in this paper to solve the above-mentioned problem. Namely, we study 
the solvability of the operator equation 
s E Tx  + Cx, 
where s C X is a fixed element, the operator T : D(T)  --+ X is m-accretive, and the operator 
C : D(T)  ~ X is bounded (not necessarily continuous), but C(T  + i ) -1  is compact. Under 
certain boundary and odd properties on the operator C, several zero and mapping theorems are 
established, which improve and extend the corresponding results by Kartsatos [6]. 
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2. THE MAIN RESULTS 
Now, we prove the main results in this paper. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let X be a real Banach space. Let T : D(T) C X ~ 2 x be an m-accretive 
operator, C : D(T) --* X be a bounded operator, and C(T + I) -~ be 'a  compact operator. 
Suppose that, for every x E D(T) with Ilxll >_ Q > o, there exists jx  E Jx such that 
(u+Cx,  jx) >_ O, (1) 
for all u E Tx. Then, 0 E (T + C)(D(T) N BQ(O)). Suppose, furthermore, that one of the 
following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) X is uniformly convex and C : D(T) --* X is completely continuous; 
(ii) (T + I)- J  is compact; 
(iii) T is strongly accretive and C is dosed. 
Then, 0 E (T + C)(D(T) C~ BQ(0)). 
PROOF. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 0 E D(T) and 0 E T(0). Otherwise, 
take Xo E D(T) and vo E Txo. For all x E D(2r) = D(T) -xo ,  define 2~x = Tx-vo  and 
Cx = Cx + re. Then, 0 E D(2r) and 0 E 2r(0). It is easily verified that 2F : D(2P) ~ 2 x is 
m-accretive, C : D(T)  ~ X is bounded, and C(2P+I)  -1 is compact. The boundary condition (1) 
reduces to the following. 
For every x E D(2~), there exists j (x + xo) E J(x + xo) such that, for all u E Tx, 
u + Cx, jx} _> 0. 
We now consider the homotopy equation 
u + H(t,  u) = 0, 
where ] 
for all t E (0, 1) and u E X. Define H(0, u) = 0, for all u E X. By using the assumption that 
C(T  + 1) -1 is compact, we can prove that C(AT + #I) is compact for all A > 0 and # > 0. 
In order to apply the Leray-Schauder degree theory, we have to prove that 
(a) H :  [0, 1] x X --* X is continuous, 
(b) for any r > 0, H([0, 1],Br(0)) is relatively compact, 
(c) there exists r > 0 such that 0 ~ (I + H(t, .))(0B~(0)), for all t E [0, 1]. 
Once the above claims reach, it follows from the Leray-Schauder degree theory that 
d(I + H(1,-),  Br(O), O) = d(I + H(O, .), B,.(O), O) = d(I, B~.(O), O) = 1, 
and hence, the equation u + H(1,u)  = 0 is solvable for each n _> 1. Let u~ be a solution of the 
equation u + H(1, u) = 0 and set 
( 1 )  -1 
x~= T+ I um n>_ l .  
Then, 0 E Tx~ + Cx~ + (1/n)xn for all n _> 1. By using the boundary condition (1), we conclude 
that x~ E BQ(O), and hence, 
0 E (T + C)(D(T) n BQ(0)). 
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We assume first that  Condit ion (i) is satisfied and prove that 
0 c (T + C)(D(T) c~ BQ(0)). 
Indeed, since X is uniformly convex, it must be reflexive. Thus, noting that {xn} c D(T)nBq(0) 
is a bounded sequence, we conclude that  x~ --~ x0 as n --+ oo and hence, Cxn ---+ Cxo as n --+ oo. 
By Lemma 1 of Guan and Kartsatos [7], we have xo E D(T) and 0 E Txo + Cxo, i.e., 
0 • (T + C)(D(T) n BQ(O)). 
Now assume that Condition (ii) holds. Observe that 
xn=(T .~- I , - l [ (1 -~)2£n-Cxn l .  (2) 
Since (T+I) -1 is compact, noting that {x~} and {Cxn} are bounded sequences, we may assume 
that Xn -'+ x0 as n --+ 0% without loss of generality. On the other hand, we have 
Cxn = C(T + I)-I [ (1 -1 )  xn - Cxn] , (3) 
and C(T + I)-1 is compact. We may assume that Cx~ ~ y as n 7_4 0% without loss of generality. 
It follows from (2) and (3) that  y = C(T + I)-l(xo -y )  = Cxo and xo = C(T + I)-l(xo -Cxo), 
i.e.~ 
0 • (T + C)(D(T) n BQ(0)). 
Finally, we assume that Condit ion (iii) holds. Observe that 
Cxn:C(T+I ) - l [ ( l -~)xn-Cxn  1, 
so that {Cx,~} has a convergent subsequence. Without  loss of generality, assume that Cx,~ ~ y 
as n --+ oo. Thus, there exists vn • Tx,~ such that vn -+ -y  as n --* oo. Since T is strongly 
accretive, the sequence {x~} must be a Cauchy sequence. Assume that  xn --+ x0. By virtue of 
the closedness of T and C, we have xo • D(T), -y  • Txo, and y = Cxo, i.e., 
0 e (T+ C)(D(T) nBQ(O)). 
Now, we turn to the proofs of (a)-(c). We shall prove that the set 
is a bounded set of X, where, for all r > 0, B = B~(0). To end this, let {t,,} C [0, 1], {u,~} C /?  
and set --1 
Then, there exists v~ E Txm such that 
1 t~v.~ + --xm = t.~u.~, n >_ i. n 
At this point, choose suitable jx.~ • Jx.~ satisfying (V.~,jXm) >_ O. Then, (1/~)LlXmlt <_ I I~ l [ ,  
which shows that  {xm } is bounded, and hence, C(t2T + (1 /n ) I ) - l ( tu )  is uniformly bounded with 
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respect o t E [0, 1] for all u E/~. Noting that J i l l(t,  u)ll _< tliC(t2T+ (1/n)I)-l(tu)[I, we see that 
H(t, u) -~ 0 as t --~ 0. In particular, H : [0, 1] × X ~ X is continuous at (0, u). 
Now, we prove that H is also continuous at any (to, u0) C (0, 1] x/~. To this end, let (tin, urn) E 
(0, 1] × /~ and (tin, U,~) --~ (to, tO) as m ~ c~. It suffices to show that 
C ( t~T + l I ) - l  (tmUm) --~ C (t~T + l I ) - l  (touo), 
as m --~ o0. Set 
-1 
Choose v,~ E Tym and vo E Tyo such that 
1 
t2mVm ÷ --Ym ---- tmUm 
n 
and 1 
t2ovo + -Yo = touo. 
n 
Choose j(Ym - Yo) E J(y.~ - yo) such that (v.~ - vo,j(y.~ - Yo)} >_ O. Since 
(4) 
(t2mV~n -- t2vo,j(Ym -- YO)} + l [lYm -- Y01[ 2 = (tmUm -- toUo,j(Ym -- YO)}, 
n 
we derive 
- y0jl  < - to 011 + _ IIt   ll • 
Since {ym} and {u,~} are all bounded, we conclude that {t~v,~} is also bounded. Hence, we 
have t~Vm ~ t~vo as m -~ cx~. Observe that 
-1 -1 [ ft 2 t2~ 1 
[m- -  O]t2 v [ 
Therefore, we have 
Cym --+ Cyo, 
as (tin, urn) --~ (to, to). This completes the proof of (a). 
To prove (b), let 
{( ,} K= tC t2T+ I tu :u~, tc (O,1  u{0}. 
Then, / (  is a compact set. To see this, let {ym} be a sequence in K. Then, there exist {t,~} C (0, 1] 
and {urn} C /~ such that 
y,~ = tmC t~T ÷ I tmUm. 
Set Xm = (t2m T + (1/n)T)- lt ,~um. Then, we have 
1 
t2m Vm Av - -X  m ~ trnUm, 
n 
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where vm E TXm, Since (tmurn } is bounded, we see that {xrn} must be bounded. If there 
is a subsequenee {t,~} c {tin} such that t,~j ~ 0 as j ~ c~, then there is a subsequence 
{yrnj } C {yrn} such that yrn~ -~ 0 as j - ,  oo. Now, we assume that T = infrn_>0{t,~} > 0. Fix 
to C (0, 1]. Then, it follows from (4) that 
and hence, 
1 
t0~rn + -x~ = t ,~,rn - ( tL  - t0 ~) ,rn, 
n 
( • m = tgT + I [ t . ,~ .~-  (tE - tg) ,rn], 
( c~ = c t~T + ± [ t~rn  - (t~ - 4 )  ~rn] . 
Since {trnurn} and (vm} are all bounded and C(t~T + (1/n)I) -1 is compact, we conclude that 
there exists a subsequence {Cxrnj} C {Cx,,} such that Cxmj ---+ y as j --~ oo, and hence, there 
is a subsequence {yrnj } C {Ym} such that yrnj ~ Yl as j -~ o% i.e., R is a compact. 
Suppose that (c) is not true. Then, there exist {t,~} C (0, 1) and {u,~} c X with Ilurnll ~ oo 
such that 
[( 1 Urn = --tm C t2~T-F 1 I  (trnum) . (5) 
Set zm = ( t~r  + (1/n)I)-l(t,~u,,,). Then, we have 
It follows from (5) and (6) that 
1 
t~vrn + -:~,,, = t~u~.  (6) 
1 
t~v~ + t~cx~ + --Xm = 0. (7) 
n 
Since tl.amll < iICxmll and C is bounded, we conclude that {xm} must be unbounded. Assume 
that 11~11 -~ ~o as ,~ -~ oo. Then, there is rno > 0 such that tl~mlt _> Q whenever  ,n  _> ,~o. By  
using the boundary condition (1) and (7), we obtain 
as m -~ oo, wh ich  is a contradiction. Therefore, C la im (c) is true. This completes the proof. | 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let X, T, and C be as in Theorem 2.1, but boundary condition (2) replaced 
by the following boundary condition: there exist t~ C F and Q > 0 such that, for all x E D(T) 
with IIx[t >_ Q and v E Tx, there exists jx  E Jx such that 
(v + cx,j~> >_ -9( l lx l l ) l lxt l .  
Then, R(T + C + cI) = X for all e E (0, 1). Suppose, furthermore, that 
l iminf ITs - Cx] > O. 
Then, R(T + C) = X. If one of (i)-(iii) of Theorem 2.1 is satisfied, then we have R(T + C) = X. 
PROOF. It follows from Theorem 2.1. 
REMARK I. Corollary 2.1 improves Theorem 2 of Kartsatos [6]. 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let X be a real Banach space. Let T : D(T) C X -~ 2 x be an m-accretive 
operator and C : D(T) ~ X be a bounded operator. Assmne that C(T + I) -1 is compact. 
Suppose that there exist zo c X and r > 0 such that 
[[z0[I < r <__ l iminf ]Tx + Cx I. (8) 
IIxll--,o~ 
Suppose, furthermore, that there is a positive constant rl such that 
(u + Cx - zo, ix) >_ 0, u E Tx, (9) 
for every x • D(T) with []x[[ _> rl  and some jx C Jx. Then, Br(O) C R(T + C). 
PROOF. It follows from (8) and (9) that there exists a constant Q > 0 such that, for all x • D(T) 
with ]]xl[ _> Q, there exists jx  • Jx satisfying 
r< ITx + Cx], (u + Cx - zo, jx) >o, 
for all u e Tx. Set M = sup{[ICui[ : u • BQ(O) A D(T)} and q = M + [[z0H + 1. For any e > 0, 
there is a positive integer no such that (1/n)Q < e whenever n > no. Let p E Br(0) be given. 
Then, there exists e > 0 such that [[PI[ < r - 2e and [[z0[I < r - 2e. Consider the homotopy 
equation (1), 
H(t ,x )=C T+ I x - tp - (1 - t ) zo ,  
for all (t, x) • [0, 1] = xU, where U = (T + (1/n)I)(BQ(O) M D(T)). Noting that (T + (1/n)I) -1 
is continuous, we see that U is a relatively open set and 
OU c (T  + ~I )  (OBQ(O)nD(T)). 
By the Kartsatos degree theory, it suffices to verify that x + H(t, x) ~ 0 for all (t, x) C [0, 1] x OU. 
If it is not true, then there exist t E [0, 1] and x c 0U such that x + H(t, x) = 0. Hence, we have 
x=C T+ I x+tp+(1- t )zo .  
Set u = (T + (1/n) I ) - lx .  Then, we have x e Tu + (1/n)u, and hence, 
1 
tp + (1 - t)zo C Tu + Cu + -u .  (10) 
n 
Since u E OBQ(O) N D(T), by (8) and (10), we have 
1 r r -e< + CU + nU < r -2e ,  
which is a contradiction. By Kartsatos [8], we have 
d( I+H(1 , . ) ,U ,O)=d I+C T+ I ,U,p =d( I+H(O, . ) ,U,O) 
~ d T + I I ,U, zo . 
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Since the equation (I + C(T + (1/n) I ) - t )x  = zo has no solution in U \ Bq(O), by using the degree 
theory of Kartsatos [8], we conclude that 
d T+ I ,U, zo =d I+C T+nI  ,Bq(O),zo . 
By the proof of Theorem 2.1, we know that 
d I+C T+ I ,Bq(O),zo =d( I ,  Bq(O),O)=l. 
Again, using Theorem 1 of Kartsatos [8], we conclude that 
x=C T+ I x+p.  
Set u = (T + (1/n) I ) - lx .  Then, u E BQ(0) N D(T) satisfying p E Tu + Cu + (1/n)u. This 
completes the proof. I 
The domain D(T) of a mapping T is said to be symmetric if 0 E D(T) and -x  E D(T) 
whenever x E D(T) and a mapping T : D(T) C X --+ 2 x is said to be odd if -Tx  C T ( -x ) .  
THEOREM 2.3. Let X be a real Banaeh space. Let T : D(T) c X ~ 2 x be an m-accretive 
operator and C : D(T) ~ X be a mapping. Assume that D(T) is symmetric, 0 E D(T), 
0 E T(0), C(0) = 0, and the mappings T, C are ali odd. Suppose that C(T + I) -1 is compact 
and C(D(T) n is bounded. Then, we have the rollowing. 
(1) If I(T + C)z I >_ b for x E Dr = D(T) • OBr(O), then Bb(O) C R(T ÷ C). 
(2) I f  limllxll_~ ~ I(T + C)x I = co, then X = R(T + C). 
(3) / fX  is also uniformly convex, C : D(T) ~ X is completely continuous and 
lim }(T + C)x] = e~, 
then, X = R(T + C). 
PaooF .  We prove Theorem 2.3 only for Case (1). 
Let p e Bb(0) and set 
b - ([IP[I + (b - l lp l l ) /2)  a---~ 
?- 
Let e E (0, a) and set 
S = C(T + d)  -1, 
U = (T + d) (n (T )  c~ Br(0)), 
V : (T + eI) (D(T)nBr (O) ) .  
Then, U is a relative open and symmetric set, 0 E U, and V is a relative closed set. Consequently, 
we have 
OU = (T + eI)(D(T) n aBe(O)). 
Consider the homotopy equation 
H(t,u) : -C (T  + e I ) - lu  + tp, 
for all (t, u) E [0, 1] x U. It is easy to verify that u # H(t, u) for all (t, u) E [0, 1] x 0U. By [8], we 
see that d(I - S, U, p) = d(I - S, U, 0) = odd number, and hence, there exists u E U such that 
Su : u, i.e., p E Tx + Cx + ex for any x E D(T) n Br(O), and hence, 
Bb(O) C (T + C)(D(T) A B~(O)). 
This completes the proof. I 
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